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About This Game

Steal and raise a baby war gryphon! Will you fight dragons together to save the empire, or defy the empire and lead your people
to freedom?

Runt of the Litter is a 150,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Kelly Sandoval, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

The gryphon keepers hold all the power in the Empire of Vaengrea. They make the laws, patrol the borders, and only give
gryphon eggs to their chosen heirs. As a poor stable hand, a "thrall," you know you'll never have a chance to prove yourself.

But then, you find the egg. Small, neglected, nudged out of the nest by a disapproving mother. But you can feel warmth growing
inside.

Now your gryphon is in terrible danger, both from the other gryphon keepers and from a deadly plague that's wiping out the
Empire's gryphons. Can you keep your gryphon safe? Where will you hide your new hatchling? Are you skilled enough to hunt

its food or clever enough to steal it? Which of the gryphon keepers can you trust? How will you shape the young gryphon's
mind?

Wyrm riders invade from the north on their fire-breathing dragons, the natural enemy of the gryphons. Will you and your
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gryphon fight in the war, seizing your place among the elite? Or will you defy the empire and lead your fellow thralls to
revolution?

Can you keep a runt gryphon safe with the whole world against you? The life of your gryphon, and the fate of an empire, is in
your hands.

 Play as any gender and as gay, straight, or asexual

 Choose from a variety of unusual gryphon breeds

 Raise your gryphon with a gentle hand or demand obedience

 Find romance among your fellow thralls or steal the heart of a gryphon keeper

 Rise to the rank of gryphon keeper or lead your fellow thralls to freedom

 Battle fire-breathing wyrms to protect your empire

 Find a cure for the devastating gryphon plague
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Decent choices game. There's good world building and the lore is nicely woven into the text without feeling forced. I liked the
plot, though there could have been more meat on it, it also feel like it could've been longer, like the Epilogue could've been
another full game.. A few minor problems, such as a bit of failure to keep the continuity of pronouns. I had a female griffon,
and, while for the most part it followed without problem, more than a few times I'd find a line such as "You scratch his beak the
way she likes."

But, barring that, there's very little to complain about.

The choices are interesting, the story is wonderful, and the writing is lovely.
There was a bug that prevented progression, but has since been patched out, and I've encountered no other such problems.

I've had a great deal of fun with this.

Recommended.. Before starting the game.(To myself) This looks like a fun game, i get to raise my own little gryphon.
(10Minutes into the game) I want to kill all these Fledglings.
(After getting an egg) This is mine, there is many like it but this is mine!
(After hatching) Omg Omg Omg Omg. SO ADDORABLE, You shall be called Stormspark, my Precious.
(Rougly 15 minutes later) I don't need to highborn bastards, just me and Stormspark together forever.
(Last 2 minutes) I died sacrificing myself to protect Stormspark and my Lover from a Drake.

(End note) I now have more emotional trauma never knowing if Stormspark or my lover got away........... I am sad now :(

9.5/10 Highly recomended. *Before starting the game.(To myself) This looks like a fun game, i get to raise my own little
gryphon.
(10Minutes into the game) I want to kill all these Fledglings.
(After getting an egg) This is mine, there is many like it but this is mine!
(After hatching) Omg Omg Omg Omg. SO ADDORABLE, You shall be called Stormspark, my Precious.
(Rougly 15 minutes later) I don't need to highborn bastards, just me and Stormspark together forever.
(Last 2 minutes) I died sacrificing myself to protect Stormspark and my Lover from a Drake.

(End note) I now have more emotional trauma never knowing if Stormspark or my lover got away........... I am sad now :(

9.5\/10 Highly recomended. Before you read on, I want to warn you that this revieuw is quite rambly.

When I got an email from chioce of games notifying me that there was a new game, I immidiatly bought it.
I always love these games and this one was definitely not an exeption.
I even thing this one was one of the better ones I've played.

First of, I think the society you find yourself in in this game is very interesing. From the start you have a clear picture of what is
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going on. The society is comepletely centered around the gryphons. This gives every action surrounding them feel important.

Your own gryphon is very adorable and greatly written. It felt like it was a real creature.

I also loved all the characters in the game. The realtionships you form with them feel natural and not forced at all. They all have
their own opnions that they stand by and will defend.
They all have very unique names, but they all have a certain feel to them making the society even more believable.

What I found very interesting is that some characters were neither male nor female and had ze/zir pronouns.
I had never seen them used before and had to warm up to them a little. They felt aliën and not very appropriate to the fantasy
setting. After palying for a while this went away though. It actually says a lot about this society, that these kinds of things are
accepted by all. It made me want to learn even more about it.

The choises in the game all seem to make a difference. I found this game a lot more difficult than other choice of games games
I've played. I watched the stat changes closesly, and many times the chages that happened were unforseen by me. They weren't
bad though! When I thought about them afterwards I could see why that stat changed.

I loved basically everything about this game. I would definitely reccomend to anyone who like these kinds of choice based
games.. One of the better Choice Of games to come out in a while. Very imaginative and well written, if a little sparse in
sections. The gryphons are wonderful though, and raising one was a pleasure. Just an enjoyable read all around.
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In terms of personality everyone's Griffin is exactly the same from the game's beginning to its abrupt climatic ending which
comes at a time that feels like the stories halfway point.

Minor spoiler. During the course of the game I became the hero of the universe which I really shouldn't be considered much of
a spoiler. But the mission I went on to achieve my champion of the universe title is so insanely simple that I don't know why
some other random NPC hadn't already done it. It kind of felt like getting a parade for brushing my teeth. But as I already said
in the first sentence. It's a very anti climatic game.. I've always had mixed feelings about the Choice of Games collection. A lot
of them are pretty iffy, and this one is especially. I did 2 paths and then decided to stop since it got increasingly tedius. It just
feels like nothing really happens and nothing really matters. The characters feel hollow, the stats feel pointless and I couldn't
care less about my Gryphon, either. All in all this is one of the weaker games they're offering.

At the very least I'll say it's not as obnoxiously in your face with it's political beliefs and agendas as most of these games can be..
this game is very cute and fun. i love the idea of raising something and caring for it, depending on the choices you make
regarding your gryphon it will change its personality and the ending which cool. the characters are all amazing except for that
one keeper >.>. its a little short for me but is definitely worth it as are all their other games. i hope they make a sequal to this or
something ^.^. If your expecting to personaly lead a thrall revolution or live the life of an empire gryphon keeper like I thought,
dont. The game ends when you choose either of those and all you get is a few pages describing what happens to everyone
afterwards. The game wasnt bad persay it was just dissapointing that it ends before what I thought would be the best part.. Well
written and engaging, but very short. I would have liked more chances to interact with the other characters and learn about the
world, and couldn't help wishing that I could have played out the events covered in the epilogue.. Decent choices game. There's
good world building and the lore is nicely woven into the text without feeling forced. I liked the plot, though there could have
been more meat on it, it also feel like it could've been longer, like the Epilogue could've been another full game.. Well written
and engaging, but very short. I would have liked more chances to interact with the other characters and learn about the world,
and couldn't help wishing that I could have played out the events covered in the epilogue.
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